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proposed changes in election law illegal?
The CDC's surprise announcement that fully vaccinated people can go maskless in most indoor and outdoor settings came after a year of public health officials urging
mask use. The agency said it was

kerrs computer crime law american
The CDC's surprise announcement that fully vaccinated people can go maskless in most indoor and outdoor settings came after a year of public health officials urging
mask use. The agency said it was

cdc guidance startles america
According to a new market research report Law Enforcement Market by Component Solution Digital Policing Computer Aided Dispatch Jail Management Service
Consulting Training and Support Implementation

opinion: cdc guidance startles america
Cybercriminals have attacked solar power firms, water treatment plants and police departments in attempts to extort money

law enforcement software market worth $22.1 billion by 2026
Digital technologies used by government agencies and private companies can unwittingly discriminate against people of color, experts say.

how the colonial pipeline hack is part of a growing ransomware trend in the us
Few deny the United States has a mass incarceration problem. Not many, however, recognize cash bail is a leading contributor to this national issue.

techno-racism: people of color's new enemy
A public-private task force including Microsoft, Amazon, US National Governors Association, the FBI, Secret Service and Britain and Canada's elite crime agencies on
April 29 delivered to the White

opinion: cash bail remains a major contributor to mass incarceration in california
Watching Billie Piper in this intense and very adult black comedy, it's amazing to recall that when she began her career, it was assumed she'd be a here-today-gonetomorrow phenomenon.
from i hate suzie to the woman in the window and men in kilts: the best on demand tv to watch
By one estimate, ransomware attacks and other types of cybercrime cost the US economy $5,400 per person each year.

explainer: no ransomware silver bullet; task force recommends concerted diplomatic, legal and law enforcement
Poulter’s IFPD tenure spanned five different chiefs of police. Along the way, he served as a senior patrolman, patrol supervisor, SWAT team member, SWAT team
leader and detective. He received several

we’re all paying a cybercrime tax
THERE are only about one out of 10 gas stations in Washington D.C. that still has gas after a massive panic-buy ensued following the gas shortage due to the Colonial
Pipeline hack. By late

protected by the law: ifpd lieutenant was investigated in 2018 for abusing authority
St. Mary Parish Sheriff Blaise Smith said his agency has also arrested a Morgan City man in the same sting. George Arthur Hollibaugh, 69, of Morgan City, was
arrested Thursday

gas shortages live updates – nearly 90% of washington, dc’s stations are out of fuel because of panic-buying after hack
Washington DC almost ran out of gasoline on Friday despite Colonial Pipeline ramping up deliveries in the wake of the cyberattack that shut down the system for six
days.

update: berwick, morgan city men arrested on child sex crimes after multi-agency operation
The Department of Homeland Security will watch social media posts to track narratives that could lead to unrest, violence and hate crimes.
feds are tracking americans' social media to identify dangerous conspiracies. critics worry for civil liberties.
Some cybersecurity experts, afraid Colonial Pipeline's $5M payout to hackers will trigger more malware attacks, are seeking a ban on ransom payments.

nearly 90% of washington d.c's gas stations are out of fuel
Trafficking in exotic cats, plant poachers, tiny songbirds hidden in hair rollers, the police chief caught ditching meetings and the man who sold his bank account to
Romanian scammers — welcome to

colonial pipeline paid a $5m ransom – but will that only invite other malware hacks?: 'if the payments stop, the attacks will stop'
The ransomware attack on Colonial Pipeline on May 7, 2021, exemplifies the huge challenges the U.S. faces in shoring up its cyber defenses. The private company,
which controls a significant component

unorganized crime: succulent smugglers and finches in hair rollers
Police Chief Will Cunningham came to work four years ago to find that his six-officer department was the victim of a crime.
ransomware gangs get more aggressive against law enforcement
The man Mark Hansen knew as his father revealed a family secret just months before he died, leaving his son with so many questions, so few answers.

the colonial pipeline ransomware attack and the solarwinds hack were all but inevitable – why national cyber defense is a ‘wicked’ problem
Criminal hackers are increasingly using brazen methods to increase pressure on law enforcement agencies to pay ransoms, including leaking or threatening to leak
highly sensitive and potentially

after nearly 50 years, this iowa man discovered his mother's doctor was his biological father
According to a new market research report "Law Enforcement Software Market by Component, Solution (Digital Policing, Computer-Aided Dispatch, Jail Management),
Service (Consulting, Training and

ransomware gangs get more aggressive against us law enforcement
Former Mayor Rudy Giuliani accused federal agents of ignoring copies of Hunter Biden’s computer hard drives when they raided his apartment.
rudy giuliani responds to the feds raiding his nyc apartment
Convictions of traders for selling wares in pounds and ounces could be disregarded, meaning shops may again be free to use the measurements

law enforcement software market will grow to $22.1 billion by 2026
Poulter’s IFPD tenure spanned five different chiefs of police. Along the way, he served as a senior patrolman, patrol supervisor, SWAT team member, SWAT team
leader and detective. He received several

exclusive: scales of justice tilt in favour of pardon for ‘metric martyrs’
Trump’s old attorney is under investigation into whether he illegally lobbied the U.S. on behalf on Ukrainians.

protected by the law: former ifpd lieutenant was investigated in 2018 for abusing authority
Events have increased in tempo on a positive note ahead of the launch of Nigeria’s comprehensive maritime security strategy, writes Vincent Obia The assets
acquisition and installation phase of

feds raid giuliani, looking for evidence he broke the law with ukraine work
Nebraska lawmakers gave initial approval Friday to a bill that would allow police to collect DNA samples from people who are charged with but not yet

deep blue project: countdown to maritime’s big event
The Texas House and Senate have already passed their versions of HB 1927, which would allow Texans 21 or older to carry firearms without a permit. If HB 1927
becomes

nebraska advances dna testing bill for violent crime cases
Twice last week, the federal government’s unconstitutional spying on ordinary Americans was exposed. One of these revelations was made by a federal judge in
Washington, D.C., who wrote that the

local law enforcement, firearms instructor on possibility of permitless carry in texas
In 2021, there has been a recorded number of 147 mass shootings, according to CNN. However, the concept of mass shootings isn’t new to American culture. Since
Columbine, mass sh

napolitano: more government spying and lying
Labour infighting takes gloss off victories in cities and Wales … Johnson set to lift more restrictions … why it’s always springtime for David Hockney
monday briefing: rayner rises despite starmer clash
The Justice Department will propose a rule that seeks to reclassify the definition of a firearm to close the regulatory loophole associated with producing unmarked
weapons, known as "ghost guns."

the impact of mass shootings in american culture
Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan has filled out the membership of a new work group charged with addressing hate crimes committed against Asian Americans with a dozen
Marylanders with experience in law,

justice department proposes new regulation on firearm definitions that targets 'ghost guns'
Two images posted by law enforcement officials looking for leads in a child exploitation case have been geolocated to a tourist town in Turkey.

maryland gov. hogan appoints members to anti-asian hate crime group, including one of his daughters
Joel Greenberg, Seminole County’s disgraced former tax collector, has agreed to plead guilty to six federal crimes — including sex trafficking of a child — in a deal that
calls for him to cooperate

john doe 29: image from fbi child exploitation case geolocated to turkey
THE Biden administration has warned of more cyber attacks after Russian hackers knocked out America’s largest gas pipeline, sparking an emergency declaration in
18 states. Commerce Secretary

joel greenberg to plead guilty to 6 counts, cooperate with federal investigators in plea agreement
More than a year and a divisive presidential election later, the Wisconsin Legislature is pushing through a host of bills that would affect future elections — and invite
legal battles because of
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colonial pipeline: biden official warns of more cyber attacks after ‘russia gang’ gas hack sparks emergency in 18 states
May is Asian-American and Pacific Islander Heritage Month. But many Asians say they often feel like perpetual outsiders.
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Universal basic income in its truest form gives cash payments to residents regardless of income level. But many of these pilot programs, including Newark’s, are just
targeting low-income residents

uptown faith community rallies against uptick in anti-asian hate
"I don't blame my executioners. I will pray God bless them."So said General Tomoyuki Yamashita, Japan's most accomplished military commander,

baraka’s cash experiment
In dozens of lawsuits, inmates argued that jails and prisons violated their constitutional rights by failing to protect them against the coronavirus.

yamashita's ghost: war crimes, macarthur's justice, and command accountability
A jury in Italy convicted two American friends in the 2019 slaying in Rome of a police officer in a tragic unraveling of a small-time drug deal gone bad, sentencing them
to the maximum

'afraid of dying in here': how inmates fought for covid vaccinations, protections after jails and prisons failed to protect them
By JUDGE ANDREW P. NAPOLITANO wice last week, the federal government’s unconstitutional spying on ordinary Americans was exposed. One of these revelations
was made by a federal judge in Washington, D.

rome jury convicts 2 us friends in slaying of police officer
Federal agents on Wednesday searched Rudolph Giuliani's Manhattan apartment and office, escalating their investigation into the Ukrainian business dealings of the
onetime personal lawyer of former

more lying and spying
It’s about the opioid crisis in the United States, and it’s called “The Crime of the Century.” I’m delighted to welcome Director Alex Gibney and two of my Washington
Post colleagues, Sari Horowitz and

giuliani's home searched as u.s. probe of former trump lawyer intensifies
Joe Arpaio, the man once known as America’s Toughest Sheriff, gained international fame for his immigration enforcement crackdowns in Maricopa County, Arizona. In
the 1990s, Arpaio first drew media

transcript: “the crime of the century”: a conversation with alex gibney, scott higham & sari horwitz
The NFL has renewed nine grants totaling $2.5 million through its social justice platform Inspire Change. The renewals announced Monday were recently approved by
the Social Justice Working Group

before he was the bane of immigrants, joe arpaio was an immigrant’s son
An example of a DarkSide ransomware notice that appears on victims’ computer screens The U.S. government has issued emergency legislation on Sunday after the
Colonial Pipeline, the country’s largest

nfl renews 9 social justice grants totaling $2.5 million
Eugene Izzi’s unpublished manuscript described a death almost exactly as his own. Did the writer predict his own demise, or was this all an elaborate, attention-getting
ruse?

u.s. issues emergency legislation over fuel pipeline cyber-attack by criminal gang
As protesters take to the streets to fight for racial equality in the United States, experts in digital technology are quietly tackling a lesser known but related injustice.
It’s called techno-racism.
people of color have a new enemy: techno-racism
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